®
Install FlangeBand TileBud with or without a foam backer
rod during or after installation of a shower base or bathtub
that does not have an integral tiling flange attached.

Installation Animations: www.flangeband.com

Sealing Components

Sealux-N Silicone

4" (100mm) Sealux Strip

1/4" x 1/2" (6mm x 12mm)
Adhesive Backed Backer Rod or
1/4" (6mm) Round Backer Rod

Installation Accessories

Backer Rod
Alignment Guide

Strip
Alignment Card

Utility
Spatula

Backer Rod
Insertion Wheel
Adhesive
Spreading Spatula

Alcohol
Wipes

3" (75mm)

1. Locate receptor temporarily
in position. With the folded strip
alignment card on the rim
against the wall, apply 2 wall
marks twice to each wall 3" and
5/8" above the rim. Mark the
wall 1/4" outside the receptor
ends. Remove receptor. 2.
Draw lines through wall marks.

Adhesive bed

Install TileBud during installation of a shower base
or bathtub that does not have a tile flange attached.

5/8"

(15mm)

1

Rim

2
If using silicone sealant as the strip
adhesive apply painters tape over upper line.

1. Alternatively, in 3-wall enclosures, the
strip and adhesive bed position on the
walls can be identified without having to
install the receptor. Add 5/8" and 3" onto
the height the rim will be above the floor
after installation allowing for adhesive bed
under receptor if being applied. Mark each
wall twice at the calculated heights above
floor. 2. Draw lines through the wall marks.

Apply a zigzag line of an approved adhesive 3
sealant between wall lines and spread using
serrated edge of spatula to form adhesive bed.

Cut strip to length.
3. Alternative strip adhesives are approved thin In 3-wall enclosures, the process of bonding 4
set mortars and liquid waterproofing compounds. strip to wall can be done in stages to ensure
4. Progressively align and touch-engage the strip adhesive has not ‘skinned’ prior to strip contact.
with the adhesive bed. Use the spatula straight
edge to press strip firstly into corners and then
firmly against each wall to form a permanent
bond. Remove painters tape off wall if applied.
Fleece free zone
We recommend installing backer rod during (5) or after (6-8) receptor installation. Retro-installing
backer rod may be only option for narrow joint widths in 3-wall enclosures. 5. Clean the
rim/sidewall junction with alcohol wipes. With backer rod alignment guide on rim overhanging
sidewall, progressively remove release liner and bond backer rod to sidewall, keeping backer rod
lightly touching underside of guide. 6-8 If a 3-wall enclosure width will not accommodate receptor
with backer rod attached, bond backer rod to the middle sidewall only, install receptor and insert
your chosen backer rod down a least 1/4" (6mm) into the opposing joints. Alternatively, install the
receptor without backer rod attached and retro-insert chosen backer rod (7-8) into all three joints.
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5

Guide
1/4" x 1/2"
Backer Rod

Apply Sealux-N
into joint.

9

Tear
portion
off backer rod
if it is supplied pre-slit.

Rub up silicone
to fall towards
rim.

10

Backer
Rod
Wheel

Remove
painters
tape.

7

1/4" Ø Backer Rod Option

8

Sealant Nozzle
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When applying silicone, ensure a minimum 1/4" (6mm) bond with both the strip and sidewalls.

12

Retro-Install TileBud into a joint between a shower
base or bathtub that does not have a tile flange attached.
1

2. Mark walls at 5/8" and 3" above rim.
Draw lines through the wall marks.

3

3"
Clean rim
and sidewalls.

5/8"
2

Rim

Cut strip to required length. Lower
strip into joint and tape back to rim.

Retro-installing TileBud to seal existing ‘open
joints’ is similar to steps 1-4 in the previous page
with the exception that the receptor remains in
position and before adhesive is applied and spread
between the wall lines, the strip is lowered into the
joint and taped back down onto the receptor.
4

Apply sealant adhesive
between wall lines.

Bond strip to wall.

Spread adhesive.

Press firmly.

5

6

7

If the joint width prevents
insertion of the strip into the
joint, consider installing TileBud
over the shower base or
bathtub rim in line with the
respective instruction sheet.

Insert backer rod and seal the joint as
detailed in the previous page (steps 6-12).

8

After bonding the strip to the wall the backer
rod is retro-inserted into the joint as detailed in
previous page steps 6-8 and then silicone is
applied into the joint as detailed in steps 9-10.
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